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Chapter 
Conclusion and open problems 
Conclusion In this thesis we develop a class of C' surfaces, called elivelope sur- 
faces, that are defined as the elivelope of a set of spheres. The set of spheres is 
constructed by assigning a weight (i.e., sq~~ared radius) to a colivex and compact 
set of sphere-centers. The elivelope surface is manipulated by changing the weight. 
hforeover, if the weight function iliterpolates the weights at centers of a given finite 
set of input balls, then the elivelope surface contains the input balls. 
Elivelope surfaces extend a class of surfaces called skin surfaces. Skin surfaces 
[48] were initially used for modeling molecular surfaces. In Chapter 3, we adapt 
the theory of skin surface to make them suitable for surface approximation. Under 
certain conditions on the input set of balls, we proved several properties of the 
approximation with respect to the surface that is approximated: the two surfaces 
are homeomorphic, the Ha~~sdorff distance is arbitrarily small and every maximal 
ball ill the illput set is also maximal ill the approximatioli. For visualizatioli and 
further geometric processing of skin surfaces we developed a meshing algorithm in 
Chapter 5. The approximatilig mesh is isotopic to the skill surface. 
Open problems The flexibility of elivelope surfaces makes us believe that these 
surfaces are well suited for the design of surfaces. The approximation with skin 
surfaces results ill surfaces that are bumpy, i.e., the patches blelidilig spheres together 
are always concave. Using elivelope surfaces the patches can be both concave and 
colivex. We conjecture that it is possible to construct an approximation scheme in 
which the liormals of the elivelope surface converge to the liormals of the original 
surface. 
Except for some prototypes used to give a proof of concept, we have not devel- 
oped a modeler for these surfaces. With such a modeler it is possible to construct 
and modify all elivelope surface interactively and test the applicability of elivelope 
surfaces to their full extent. Several schemes are proposed in Section 4.6 to construct 
a weight f~~lictioli interactively. Validatioli of these schemes 011 realistic data is also 
possible with a modeler. 
Several deformatioli schemes have been proposed to deform skill surfaces [28, 33, 
481. These algorithms have been developed for deformations of molecules. We think 
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that these algorithms can also be used to deform elivelope surfaces, which is impor- 
tant ill the setting of aliimatiolis. It would be iliterestilig to see how these schemes 
perform on elivelope surfaces. It might be necessary to develop new deformation 
schemes to obtain better iliterpolatioli results. 
Since the i n p ~ ~ t  of the surface approximation algorithms is a set of spheres con- 
tained inside the surface, the colistructioli of these sets is important for the appli- 
cability of the approximation algorithms. Algorithms exist that construct a set of 
balls from a dense poilit set on the surface. To the best of our knowledge, there are 
110 general algorithms that colistruct a set of maximal balls directly from a smooth 
surface. These algorithms are of interest to us since they can be used to generate 
the input balls. 
We think that, with minor changes, the meshing algorithm for skin surfaces can 
be generalized to mesh elivelope surfaces. Also algorithms maintaining a skin surface 
or an elivelope surface of a deforming set of spheres are of great interest if animating 
with skin surfaces or elivelope surfaces. 
